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Travel letter 1-2010 

he last travel letter ended just after the New Year 2010 started but before real winter came 

to Sardinia. After the New Year day-storm and power blackout had passed, everything went 

back to normal again. 

 

The cycle of a day with heavy rain followed by a few 

days with sun and blue skies and low temperatures 

started. Much colder as we experienced the last 

couple of “winters”. But as always we coped and were 

happy! 

 

A bright sight at the world again 
In the middle of January Ineke’s driver’s license was 

due for renewal. Studying the relevant 

government website taught us that 

it’s imposable to achieve a new license 

being abroad! To purchase one, has to be done in person at the city hall in our home town. 

No way to get the license at a Dutch Embassy, and that’s a real shame. But bear in mind the 

complications we encountered with our passport renewing last summer, perhaps it isn’t a bad plan to 

get hold of the new license at home. 

 

For that reason we booked a (cheap) flight with Ryan Air 

to pay Holland a 5-day visit. Ryan Air flew us comfortably 

to Weser-Düsseldorf from where we drove by hired car to 

our dear friends Johan and Tilly in Haler. 

The next day we applied at the city hall for a new license. 

The new one would be ready in 24 hours, but ... to do it so 

fast the costs will be a bit higher as normally. Happily we 

paid the extra money to force the civil servants into 

overdrive to produce Ineke’s license in time. It worked 

perfect by the way. 

 

Because it’s easier in your own country, Ineke bought new specs to replace the old ones with the 

scratched coating. So she will have a clearer look at the world and at the computer 

in future. To send the glasses to Sardinia was not an issue, they promised we would 

receive them in 2 weeks’ time. 
(Note: they arrived safely indeed after 2 weeks. 4 weeks later; a lens fell out due to a lost screw. 

We were not happy, but the shop in Holland could send a new lens to Spain all under warranty. 

Everything is OK again) 

Due to the short period we were staying in Holland, we only paid a visit to a 84 year old aunt as to 2 

dear friends. We had a short but wonderful time and were awfully spoiled by our friends. The last day 

we bought all kinds of goodies (as far as Ryan Air allowed us the KG’s) to take back to 

Zeezwaluw. 

We were lucky to have visited Holland in a 

5 day above-zero-degrees-temperatures-

gap in-between two extremely sub-zero 

periods. As soon as our plane was airborne it 

started to snow again. No regrets we missed this snow and ice 

decorated world! 

 

 

T 
View over Cagliari 
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Surrounded by old stones 
During the winter months we visited a few very 

special places in Sardinia. The most spectacular was in 

Barumini, 70 km north of Cagliari. It is an example of 

the most ancient history and Nuragic civilization in 

Sardinia. 

 

Since 1997 the complex of Su Nuraxi is 

on the UNESCO World Heritage List 

as the most complete and best example 

of preserved nuraghe civilization, 

because it unites a vast labyrinthine 

village, with narrow paths and big 

houses, wells, cistern and meeting huts, 

united by a mystery initiated more 

than 3500 years ago. The archaeological complex was entirely dug, between 1949 and 1956, under the 

direction of the archaeologist Baruminese Giavanni Lilliu. The excavations have confirmed the 

continuity of life of the entire complex up to the First century B.C. in Roman era. 

 
   

To visit it, is like to go inside a reinforced passageway of narrow burrows, excavated in the boundary 

walls which were made with enormous rocks. Such a visit in the impressive atmosphere is extremely 

interesting and suggestive. A tour guide showed us around the complex and explained all about the 

people who lived there long ago. 

The guide explained by showing many sketches how the fortification altered from one central tower to 

9 in the end. 

To explain the beauty of this place is very difficult therefore the pictures have to tell the story much 

better as words will do. 

   
West of Cagliari near Pula at the Golvo di Cagliari is another interesting place, the ancient city of 

Nora. The foundation of the city started in the VII century B.C. and had life for 1500 years. 

 

 Su   Nuraxi 

 Su   Nuraxi 

Nora the ancient city 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Su_Nuraxi_di_Barumini
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nora,_Italy
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It is one of the first Phoenician allocations founded in Sardinia, according to literary testimony and 

legend by an Iberian hero called Norace. The city was not only a commercial but also an administrative 

and religious centre. And that is how it remained until 238 A.D. the year of the Roman conquest of the 

island. 

In 1889, a storm 

uncovered the remains of a 

Tophet, a children’s’ 

cemetery from the 

pheonician-punic age. 

 

Excavations were still 

ongoing during our visit of 

the site where temples, 

rich mosaics and 

aqueducts, a theatre and 

places of worship as 

thermal baths and forum 

were easy to discover. 

From the base of the tower Torre del Coltelazzo at the narrow peninsula we enjoyed an extraordinary 

view over the ruins of Nora and the 3 ancient natural harbours, which are now beautiful bays. One of 

the bays looks like a feasible overnight anchorage when we will leave Cagliari after the winter. 

 

Studying pilots and decision making 
Back in Cagliari Sardinia the real work started, we had to 

decide how to sail from Sardinia to the Canary Islands. 

Early April our contract is due and we are not willing to 

extend our stay in Marina del Sole. 4 years ago we did 

circumnavigated Sardinia already, so no need to do it 

again. Spain and the Balearics are not our favourite 

places, therefor Gibraltar would be a first place to spent 

some time. 

Reaching Gibraltar early May, is still too early in season 

to sail from there directly to the Canary Islands. Well, 

where would we go than????  

 

Browsing through the Atlantic Islands Pilot we found an appealing place to visit. 

The nine islands of the Azores should be quite out of the ordinary even during the 

summer. All the islands have their own different character and are still more or 

less remote. Secondly, only a few boats prefer it as a sailing destination in 

summer, so no charter boats or flotillas as we were used to (and got sick of) in 

Greece and Turkey. The last very positive sign was, sailing from Gibraltar to the 

Azores should be easy due to the summer northerly winds (Portuguese north) 

according the pilot. That way, we would have beam wind all the way (1000NM) to 

the Azores, should be nice for a change.   

 

After additional reading and studying the charts, we liked the idea of spending the summer in the 

Azores more and more. So, first goal was the exploration of the Azores then, sailing south to Madeira 

and Morocco before ending up in the Canary Islands somewhere in October/November. A good plan! 

Now our summer plans are sorted, we asked ourselves: “Will we cross the Atlantic this year?” The 

answer was and still is: “we don’t know yet”. 

Torre del Coltelazzo View from Torre del Coltelazzo 
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It all depends upon how we like the Atlantic Islands and how fast we will travel along them. We 

postpone this decision until we have arrived in the Canary Islands. 

 

Preparing for the Atlantic 
During the rest of the winter we write down all the jobs we need to do to prepare Zeezwaluw for the 

trip to the Atlantic Islands before leaving Cagliari. As you can imagine the 

already existing job list got increased very quickly! Therefore we split the list 

in two. One list is for; “to-do before leaving Cagliari” and the other not too 

pressing items; “to-do along the road”. Still both grew by the day. 

 

In the mean time we do the normal winter jobs; like sanding and 

painting/varnishing worn parts inside and out as well as some Sikaflex-jobs. 

We check all the halyards, sheets and running backstays and when required 

splice new eyes or replace them. The life raft is in need for a check-up after 6 

years in the Med. Our inquiring to have it done in Calgary was a bit 

disappointing, it could be done for the price of €700,= -  €800,=. Too much, 

therefore the life raft check-up goes on the “along the road” list. 

 

The same goes for the hauling-out of Zeezwaluw. Arbatax at the east side of Sardinia was a great 

place to haul out 4 years ago. After acquiring for space and prices to haul out in May, it turned out 

they had tripled their prices! 

Luckily we have good internet access in the Marina (USB-dongle with prepaid SIM-card) so we are able 

to sort out a lot of things. Even an update of Atlantic Islands Pilot for free and we downloaded and 

printed it. Addresses of chandlers along the road are looked up to buy necessities like spare parts. 

 

Live-aboard life in Cagliari 
The Marina del Sole is a tiny marina and one of the cheapest in Sardinia. This year there are wintering 

10-13 boats from all over Europe and even a catamaran from Australia. It is a nice community live-

aboards and many parties were organized during the winter. 

 

    

In the Gazebo, the “restaurant annex 

pub” was the centre of all the 

activities BBQ’s, Halloween party, 

Christmas and New Year celebration 

as many birthday parties. 

 

During January and February it was extremely cold and 

windy that before we took off to the Gazebo for a 

party, we dressed in thermals and fleece to keep 

ourselves warm! The Gazebo had a book swab too and 

Italian lessons were organized and many of the live-

aboards attended the lessons, but not us. 

 

In March and April the gazebo was occupied by females 

with sewing machines while the men were supportive at 

the bar. Very soon sun tents, dodgers and other 

undefined sewing results started to spill from the 

Gazebo were all the ladies settled to fight many up-popping sewing jobs. 

 

 

Halloween       Birthday           Christmas          BBQ 
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At the start, Ann of “SY Sailaway” was a novice at the sewing 

machine but as an enthusiastic pupil she learned rapidly. Her 

progress was so apparent that it was unavoidable to award Ann 

with the famous “sewing certificate”, presented by Ineke. 

 

The last few weeks in the marina, Riens and I we were hectic 

with the designing and production of sun tents, parts of a 

bimini, custom made special club flags, cushion covers and so 

on for some live-aboards. Zeezwaluw looked like a factory 

during day time. Early April the jobs were finished to our 

satisfaction while the customers were excited about the 

results. It becomes time to leave Cagliari. 

 

Leisurely start of the season 
After we said our goodbyes we left our berth early Saturday morning April the 17th. Only David was 

awake and waved us goodbye with the club flag I made for him. It was an easy start but a little 

annoying because there was no wind at all, therefore we had to motor (sail) all day long. After 24 nm 

we anchored in the beautiful bay of Malfatano with crystal clear water a splendid view and silence, a 

nice change after the turbulent town of Cagliari. We were the only boat at anchor! 

The second day we had to motor sail again, ending at the anchorage of Porte Ponte Romano at the most 

western tip of Sardinia. After a calm night the hard work started. We had to get rid of all the animals 

which were growing at the hull, mostly mussels during the winter in the marina. Luckily Eamon of "SY 

Wayward of Cork" scrapped the keel and prop already in Cagliari for us but we had to do the rest 

ourselves. 

To make the job easier Riens build a nice piece of 

equipment. He used temporarily the boat hook to add a 

large piece of soft wood to the end and voila he gained a 

nice scraper. With this tool he was able to scrape the 

hull from the water surface, wearing a wetsuit against 

the cold or from the dinghy. 

Large bulks of mussels attached to Zeezwaluw were 

given a new home in the bay of Porto Ponte Romano. So 

be aware when you anchor there in future. Whole mussel 

banks may be attracted to your boats. They will make a 

superb meal, though! 

 

 

Malfatano anchorage 

http://www.sailawayonline.co.uk/
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/italy-sardinia.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/italy-sardinia.pdf
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After this cleaning adventure is finished we moved to the free 

of charge quayside of Porto Ponte Romano spending a few days 

waiting for an acceptable 5-day weather window to sail to 

Cartagena in Spain. 

 

“The crossing” 

The 25th of April 7 o’clock in the morning we left the free quay side of Porto Romano. The 

bay was like a mirror but as soon as we were a few miles out at sea we could put up the 

sails. At the first day there was a nice beam wind and Zeezwaluw’ speed reached 8 kn max. In 24 hr. 

she sailed 129nm. Very pleased with it, we reckoned we would be in no time in Cartagena, but as always 

Mr. Murphy decided different. 

 

Day after day the average speed became less and less, light wind or no wind at all. Mr. Perkins did a 

very good job again but we hope to give him a well-earned holyday in near future. April 30, after 108 

hr. and 534nm we anchored at Pointe Azohia, SW of Cartagena. The bay is well sheltered, the water 

crystal clear and only one other boat to share this heaven with. 

 

Two days of peace were followed by a windy one coming from the west 

blowing straight into the anchorage, therefor we moved to the marina 

in Cartagena. We liked the shelter of the marina instead of a very 

rocking and rolling anchorage during a south-westerly 6/7 forecasted 

for the next day. Especially while we discovered a halo around the sun, 

not a good sign! 

 

As soon as we were tied up in the marina, 

the laundry had to be done in the marina’s 

huge washing machine and dried in the 

gigantic drier. Water tanks were filled and 

other stuff you do in a marina. During the 

waiting time we rediscovered Cartagena 

again. 

   

The boulevard and the main street were totally different from 6 years ago; the first submarine built 

in Cartagena was still there and the statue of a man in a very old fashioned diving suit as well. 

 

After a couple of days we left and sailed in dayhops along nice anchorages, sailed in huge waves around 

Cabo da Gata further west to the marina of Aquadulce. Here we met again Janie and Alan of “SY 

Torrontes” after 4 years. They were also on their way out of the Med and we shared a few nice meals 

together and had many memorable talks, but they still have to teach us 12-stones domino. A promise is 

a promise! 

Halo 

Cartagena marina 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/italy-sardinia.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/mainland-spain-mediterrenean-coast-oktober-2016.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/mainland-spain-mediterrenean-coast-oktober-2016.pdf
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During our stay in the marina 2 dear couples came to visit us during their holiday in Spain. So 

socializing was not a problem but to find time to do the shopping was an issue with all those visitors. A 

quick visit by bus to Almerimar to the chandler, learned that we were not longer interested in going to 

the marina of Almerimar. It’s too quiet, in the middle of nowhere and hardly any live-a-boards around. 

 

From Aquadulce we started the 

sailing trip to Gibraltar but due 

to head winds and a strong 

current against us we stopped for 

one night in Fuengurola before we 

ended up the next day at the 

anchorage in La Linea next to 

Gibraltar. After 6 years and 

10.776 nm, we are out of the Med 

again. 

 

To be continued in: “The Last Part of Europe”. 

 

Riens and Ineke Elswijk at SY Zeezwaluw 

 

___/)___ 

Europa Point at Gibraltar 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/mainland-spain-mediterrenean-coast-oktober-2016.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/mainland-spain-mediterrenean-coast-oktober-2016.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/mainland-spain-atlantic-coast-oktober-2016.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/2010-2-the-last-part-of-europe.pdf

